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Dataset: 74k 2D artworks 
from Wikiart/art500k (Mao 
et al 2017)

Important: object 
similarity is incidental. 
It's a measure of 
aesthetic complexity, but 
similar subjects are often 
depicted using a similar 
complexity profile.



Society and societal change is also complex

● Instead of trying to find one estimator/index, use them all. No 
aggregation, no arbitrary weights. 
An ensemble.   S-curves --> S-surfaces

● Instead of 1 measure, a vector (space) of numeric measures 
(scale if necessary; decorrelate via PCA if needed)

● Quantitative measures (GDP, number of vehicles)
● But qualitative measures…?  Ideas are not numeric :(
● Qualitative data (text, images) is… hard. So far it has 

necessitated either human annotation (expensive!) or 
task-specific, often complex ML solutions.



Enter large language models
● Recent developments in multilingual generative LLM tech open up 

unprecedented avenues of analytics 
(yes ChatGPT is a nice toy but here we're interested in LLMs as generative classifiers)

● Already currently available LLMs perform at near-human level in 
many textual tasks (above crowdsourcing quality in many tasks)

● Zero-shot learning via instruction. No need for complex computational 
pipelines, training or tuning for every single task. 

● Tag this text as supportive or against the idea of expanding the 
nuclear energy sector: "While the need for green energy is apparent, 
more nuclear plants is the last thing this country needs."

● Against.



● MAMM: a framework that casts the application of 
instructable machines (e.g. zero-shot LLMs) as 
annotators/classifiers in a mixed methods framework

● Quantitizing design 
(aka quantitative-qualitative, integration through data transformation)

● Unitization > qual analysis/coding > quant/stats
● Change, transitions, niches, regimes: can then be 

measured in such quantitized units.



16 tasks
9 languages
10+ disciplines



gpt-3.5 accuracy: 
0.88 (kappa 0.85)



A little replication



Relevance filtering with OCR correction



Does it work?

model accuracy adjusted (kappa)

gpt-3.5-turbo (raw text) 0.79 0.49

gpt-4 (raw text) 0.9 0.77

gpt-3.5-turbo (cleaned) 0.82 0.56

gpt-4 (cleaned) 0.92 0.82



Just text?





Conclusions
● Instead of aggregated indices, consider multidimensional ensembles
● In research design and analytics, there is no substitute for expert 

human judgment, reasoning and calibration.
● However, human time is a bottleneck. With suitable instructable 

machines, expert capacities can be augmented and scaled up to 
enable research on much larger volumes of data. 
Humans don't scale, machines do.

● The quantitizing mixed methods approach provides a flexible and 
replicable framework for working with qualitative data types.

● The MAMM is an augmentation of the QMM with machine learning.

                                          Thanks!
                                  follow: 

@andreskarjus (twitter/x, linkedin, mastodon)
andreskarjus.github.io






